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								LV surge arresters

													1.2 NNO, In = 10 kA
	1.3 NNO, In = 10 kA without earthing conductor, cable lug
	1.4 MOSIPO, In = 15 kA
	1.5 MOSIPO, In = 10 kA with safety tie
	1.6 LV surge arresters - sets
	1.7 - 1.12 LV surge arresters - connectors
	1.7 MOSIPO, In = 2x15 kA double
	1.17 - 1.20 TY1 (modular housing)
	1.21 TY1-F

MV surge arresters

													2.3 SNO - shape RP
	2.4 2SS15N - shape R
	2.5 2SS15N - shape RP
	2.6 2SS15N - shape RO
	2.7 2SS15N - shape NO
	2.8 MV arresters - sets
	2.9 - 2.20 MV arresters - connectors
	2.21 - 2.23 MV brackets for arresters
	2.25 MV disconnecting device ON
	2.26 MV condition indicator ISOP



												MV tension / suspension insulators

													3.2 NKI eye-eye
	3.3 NKI eye-eye 90º
	3.4 NKI ball-ball
	3.5 NKI socket-socket
	3.6 NKI clevis-clevis
	3.7 NKI eye-ball
	3.8 NKI socket-eye
	3.9 NKI eye-clevis
	3.10 NKI socket-ball
	3.11 NKI clevis-ball
	3.12 NKI socket-clevis
	3.13 NKI clevis-clevis 90º
	3.14 NKI rod-rod
	3.15 NKI rod ¾''-rod ¾''
	3.16 NKI insulators - order example
	3.17 - 3.25 NKI strings



												MV post insulators

													4.3 PKI without a clamp
	4.4 PKI with a hole
	4.5 PKI with an adapter
	4.6 PKI with spring clamp
	4.7 PKI with weakened spring clamp
	4.8 PKI with a cap
	4.9 PKI with a cap with screws
	4.10 PKI for switcher
	4.11 PKI for conductor AlFe 120/CC 99
	4.12 A PKI with a cap SZM/3
	4.13 PKI protection for birds
	4.15 PKI safe installation through the woods
	4.17 PKI insulators sets
	4.18 PKI insulators - order example
	4.19 PKI - PA covers
	4.20 - 4.21 PKI - PA cap
	4.22 - 4.26 PKI accessories
	4.28 PKI pins OPKI
	4.29 OPKIL - pin for switcher



												PL accessories

													6.1 - 6.8 Clamps (tension, suspension, spring)
	6.17 - 6.19 Arcing horn, G shackle
	6.13 - 6.16 Extensions, hooks
	6.9 - 6.12 Spacers (insulated, steel)
	6.20 Earthing screw

MV connecting sleeves

													7.4 Rp flat fitting
	7.5 P plane fitting
	7.6 V cone
	7.2 T double conoid branch clamp
	7.1 R double conoid flat clamp
	7.3 Td conoid branch clamp
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										LV SURGE ARRESTERS
												1.2 NNO, In = 10 kA
	1.3 NNO, In = 10 kA without earthing conductor, cable lug
	1.4 MOSIPO, In = 15 kA
	1.5 MOSIPO, In = 10 kA with safety tie
	1.6 LV surge arresters - sets
	1.7 - 1.12 LV surge arresters - connectors
	1.7 MOSIPO, In = 2x15 kA double
	1.17 - 1.20 TY1 (modular housing)
	1.21 TY1-F


									
	
										MV SURGE ARRESTERS
												2.3 SNO - shape RP
	2.4 2SS15N - shape R
	2.5 2SS15N - shape RP
	2.6 2SS15N - shape RO
	2.7 2SS15N - shape NO
	2.8 MV arresters - sets
	2.9 - 2.20 MV arresters - connectors
	2.21 - 2.23 MV brackets for arresters
	2.25 MV disconnecting device ON
	2.26 MV condition indicator ISOP


									
	
										MV TENSION / SUSPENSION INSULATORS
												3.2 NKI eye-eye
	3.3 NKI eye-eye 90º
	3.4 NKI ball-ball
	3.5 NKI socket-socket
	3.6 NKI clevis-clevis
	3.7 NKI eye-ball
	3.8 NKI socket-eye
	3.9 NKI eye-clevis
	3.10 NKI socket-ball
	3.11 NKI clevis-ball
	3.12 NKI socket-clevis
	3.13 NKI clevis-clevis 90º
	3.14 NKI rod-rod
	3.15 NKI rod ¾''-rod ¾''
	3.16 NKI insulators - order example
	3.17 - 3.25 NKI strings


									
	
										MV POST INSULATORS
												4.3 PKI without a clamp
	4.4 PKI with a hole
	4.5 PKI with an adapter
	4.6 PKI with spring clamp
	4.7 PKI with weakened spring clamp
	4.8 PKI with a cap
	4.9 PKI with a cap with screws
	4.10 PKI for switcher
	4.11 PKI for conductor AlFe 120/CC 99
	4.12 A PKI with a cap SZM/3
	4.13 PKI protection for birds
	4.15 PKI safe installation through the woods
	4.17 PKI insulators sets
	4.18 PKI insulators - order example
	4.19 PKI - PA covers
	4.20 - 4.21 PKI - PA cap
	4.22 - 4.26 PKI accessories
	4.28 PKI pins OPKI
	4.29 OPKIL - pin for switcher


									
	
										PL ACCESSORIES
												6.1 - 6.8 Clamps (tension, suspension, spring)
	6.17 - 6.19 Arcing horn, G shackle
	6.13 - 6.16 Extensions, hooks
	6.9 - 6.12 Spacers (insulated, steel)
	6.20 Earthing screw


									
	
										MV CONNECTING SLEEVES
												7.4 Rp flat fitting
	7.5 P plane fitting
	7.6 V cone
	7.2 T double conoid branch clamp
	7.1 R double conoid flat clamp
	7.3 Td conoid branch clamp
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					Izoelektro d.o.o. is a quickly growing company from Slovenia (EU) that provides products intended for maintenance, renewal and set up of electro-energy systems.

Our most important products are low and medium voltage surge arresters and medium voltage insulators. Most contain our own built-in innovative patented solutions. Electricity distribution companies from more than 40 countries worldwide already made the decision to trust the knowledge and technology of our company.

The company is a holder of certificates ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
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										RAM-1 - Remote condition monitor for surge arresters above 1 kV

										The RAM-1 Smart IoT device provides:[image: ]

- advanced machine learning capabilities,
- simple and easy installation,
- wireless communication: 4G, 5G, or LoRaWAN,
- on-site reading and configuration function via the RAM-Center app (Bluetooth).
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									INMR WORLD CONGRESS IN BANGKOK, THAILAND

									October 23, 2023

From November 12th to 15th, we will be attending the INMR World Congress in Bangkok, Thailand, where we are scheduled to deliver a presentation on "Remote Monitoring & Advanced Analysis of Surge Arresters & Power Grids"
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									NEW PRODUCT CATALOGUE

									August 9, 2023

We have released a new updated version of our product catalogue.
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									PLATINUM CREDITWORTHINESS CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE IN CREDITWORTHINESS 2023

									July 25, 2023

Copany Izoelektro d.o.o. has received Platinum Creditworthiness Certificate of Excellence in Creditworthiness 2023.
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	Izoelektro d.o.o.
 Limbuška cesta 2
 2341 Limbuš
 Slovenia, EU
	Tel: +386 2 66 22 500
 Fax: +386 2 66 22 505
	info@izoelektro.com
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